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Groovy in ActionManning Publications, 2007
Groovy, the brand-new language for the Java platform, brings to Java many of the features that have made Ruby popular. Groovy in Action is a comprehensive guide to Groovy programming, introducing Java developers to the new dynamic features that Groovy provides.  To bring you Groovy in Action, Manning again went to the source by...
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E-Services: Opportunities and ThreatsDeutscher Universitats, 2007
This volume presents the best papers of the special issue "E-Services" of the Journal of Value Chain Management.  In association with Marketing Center Muenster (University of Muenster, Germany) and the Center for Services Marketing and Management (Florida Atlantic University, USA), the volume provides a thorough introduction and...
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Repairing and Querying Databases under Aggregate Constraints (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Research has deeply investigated several issues related to the use of integrity constraints on relational databases. In particular, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the problem of extracting "reliable" information from databases containing pieces of information inconsistent with regard to some integrity constraints. In...
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MySQL (4th Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2008
In MySQL, Paul DuBois provides you with a comprehensive guide to one of the most popular relational database systems. As an important contributor to the online documentation for MySQL, Paul uses his day-to-day experience answering questions users post on the MySQL mailing list to pinpoint the problems most users and administrators encounter. The...
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MySpace For Dummies (Computers)For Dummies, 2007
Activate the built-in tools to use MySpace safely
    Trick out your profile, meet new people, and promote your talents on MySpace    

    MySpace is the place to connect with friends online and this book helps you make the most of it. Here's how to customize your profile so it stands out in a crowd,...
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Mechanisms in Organic ReactionsRoyal Society of Chemistry, 2004

	The wonderful complexity of organic chemistry involves thousands of

	different reactions which allow the synthesis and interconversions of millions

	of compounds, some of great complexity. The key to understanding

	this vital branch of chemistry is the concept of the reaction mechanism.





	This book starts with a...
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The Illustrated Network: How TCP/IP Works in a Modern Network (The Morgan Kaufmann Seris in Metworking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
"This book provides a diverse and solid foundation that will be 
immensely beneficial to new network engineers, those looking for a 
refresher or developers" 
-- Alan Young, Google, Network Surveillance Team

"i haven't had time to read the manuscript...
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Physical-Layer Security: From Information Theory to Security EngineeringCambridge University Press, 2011


	This book is the result of more than five years of intensive research in collaboration with a

	large number of people. Since the beginning, our goal has been to understand at a deeper

	level how information-theoretic security ideas can help build more secure networks and

	communication systems. Back in 2008, the actual planwas to...
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C Traps and PitfallsAddison Wesley, 1989
C Traps and Pitfalls teaches how the peculiarities of  the C language make it easy for the intended behavior of a program and  the actual behavior of a program to differ. The book's experienced  author, Koenig, follows up with examples and helpful advice on many of  these "pitfalls." Each chapter includes exercises for...
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Bandwidth Extension of Speech Signals (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2008


	The idea for this book was formed during the doctorate of Bernd Iser. Bernd

	Iser was working on efficient and robust bandwidth extension algorithms in

	hands-free systems for Harman/Becker Automotive Systems. It turned out

	that bandwidth extension of speech signals was a topic of appreciable interest,

	where lots of scientific...
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Scrivener For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	No matter what you want to write, Scrivener makes it easier.

	 

	Whether you're a planner, a seat-of-the-pants writer, or something in between, Scrivener provides tools for every stage of the writing process. Scrivener For Dummies walks you step-by-step through this popular writing...
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Fundamentals of Information Systems (with SOC Printed Access Card)Course Technology PTR, 2011


	We are proud to publish the sixth edition of Fundamentals of Information Systems. This new

	edition builds on the success of the previous editions in meeting the need for a concise

	introductory information systems text. We have listened to feedback from the previous edition’s

	adopters and manuscript reviewers and incorporated...
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